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Abstract. We demonstrate that chaos can be controlled using multiplicative exponential
feedback control. Unstable fixed points, unstable limit cycles and unstable chaotic trajectories
can all be stabilized using such control which is effectiveboth for maps and flows. The control is
of particular significance for systems with several degrees of freedom, as knowledge of only one
variable on the desired unstable orbit is sufficient to settle the system onto that orbit. We find in
all cases that the transient time is a decreasing function of the stiffness of control. But increasing
the stiffness beyond an optimum value can increase the transient time. We have also used such
a mechanism to control spatiotemporal chaos is a well-known coupled map lattice model.
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1. Introduction

The problem of controlling chaos has recently received much attention [1-13].
A chaotic system in general cannot be made to converge to a freely evolving desired
trajectory, whether periodic or chaotic, because of the inherent unpredictibility of the
system. The control of chaos in this context consists of forcing the system to evolve
along the desired trajectory. This can be achieved by different methods [1,4,7,10-13].
Though the problem of controlling chaos in low dimensional systems has been the
main focus of interest till now, recently controlling chaos in spatiotemporal system,
which is of greater practical importance, has begun to receive attention [14]. For
instance, plasma devices, laser systems, chemical reactions, etc show both spatial and
temporal chaos.
We have shown recently [ 15], that use of multiplicative exponential feedback control
on a parameter of the system, with the argument of the exponential being proportional
to the feedback response of the system, i.e. the difference between the desired value and
the actual value of a suitably chosen variable of the system can stabilize unstable fixed
points of 1-D maps. Besides, we also created new stable attractors which are not the
natural attractors of the unmodulated system, depending on our requirement and use,
using the discrete map. However, exponential control cannot stabilize any arbitrary
orbit of the system. The functional form of the map and the control criterion decide
which orbit can be forced onto the system. Our method is a combination of variable
and parametric control as it achieves its goal by controlling the parameter through the
variable. The motivation of using an exponential form of control is to have faster
convergence to the desired orbit.
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In this paper we extend the idea of exponential control to stabilize all three types of
unstable orbits--namely unstable fixed points, limit cycles and chaotic trajectories. We
demonstrate that it works effectively both for maps and flows. Besides controlling
chaos in low-dimensional systems, we have demonstrated control of spatiotemporal
chaos in a well-kn~wn coupled map lattice (CML) model [16-20] using exponential
control. Exponential feedback pinnings are used to control chaos in the system by
stabilizing a chosen unstable reference state.
Consider a general N-dimensional dynamical system
X = F(X;/2; t)

(1)

where X - (X 1, X 2 ..... XN) are variables and/2 = (/21, P2 ..... /2K)are parameters whose
values determine the nature of the dynamics. We demonstrate that the stabilization of
a desired unstable orbit or a chaotic trajectory of such a system is possible by
multiplying a suitably chosen parameter say/2, in (1) by an exponential feedback
control involving only one suitably chosen variable say X~, with the form of control
being given by
exp[e(X I - X~)].

(2)

Here X t is the actual value of the chosen variable of the system after applying control,
X~ is the desired value of that variable and e is the "stiffness" of the control which can
take both positive and negative values.
The dynamics of the modulated system in the presence of control is given by
X = F(X;/21,

l-g2 . . . . .

/2rexp[e(Xt - X~)] ..... /2K;t).

(3)

One of the important features of the control is that it does not change the solution of
(1) corresponding to the orbit X~ = X]. However, it changes the Lyapunov exponents of
the controlled orbit, i.e. X~. This can be demonstrated by considering the logistic map as
it is simplest to analyse. The expression for the Lyapunov exponent, for stabilizing the
fixed point X * = 1 - 1/(42")in the presence of control is ln J4/2(1-2X*)+eX*I
whereas the expression in the absence of control is In 14/2(1 - 2X*)I. However, in both
cases X* is a fixed point of the map. This argument can easily be extended for higher
periods of maps as well as for flows.
The control works for those combinations of controlling parameters and variables of
the system for which the largest real part of the Lyapunov exponent of the modulated
system, represented by (3), is negative. The feedback function in the control involves
only one suitably chosen variable Xt to convert the desired repellor--whether a fixed
point, a limit cycle or a chaotic orbit, into an attractor. Thus, knowledge of only one
suitably chosen variable on the desired unstable orbit is sufficient to settle the system
onto that orbit. This makes the control particularly useful for systems with several
degrees of freedom. For example, a desired unstable fixed point of the Lorenz system
[21] can be stabilized using control with feedback depending on any one of the X, Y or
Z variables whereas an unstable limit cycle or a chaotic trajectory of the Lorenz system
can be converted into an attractor by using feedback depending on the Z variable only.
For stabilizing most repellors, it is sufficient to multiply one chosen parameter by the
exponential control; but sometimes, as in the case of one of the two fixed points of the
H6non map [22], both the parameters a and b of the system have to be multiplied by the
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exponential control. Although in all the cases we have studied only one variable on the
desired orbit was sufficient to make all the Lyapunov exponents of the system negative,
this may not always be possible for arbitrary 'systems and it may turn out that for some
systems control using more than one variable is required for the stabilization of an
unstable orbit. However, the fact remains that the control uses only a subset of the
variables and the parameters for controlling chaos.
A quantity of obvious interest in the context of controlling chaos is the time required
for the system to settle onto the desired orbit. This of course depends upon the stiffness
of control e. For a given e we study the time z required for the system to approach within
a distance ~o of the desired orbit starting from some initial point. If coo is the initial
distance from the desired orbit, then it is clear that the length ofthe transient r and co are
related by ~o = ~Ooexp(Az), where 2 is the largest Lyapunov exponent. The slope of the
plot of z against ln(~o/~oo) is nothing but 1/2. This of course has to be negative for
convergence. These values of the Lyapunov exponents are found to be in good
agreement with those obtained either numerically (using the method given in [23]) or,
wherever possible, analytically. We have studied the transient time z required for
settling onto a desired orbit, within a given accuracy to, as a function ofe and found that
r in general is a decreasing function ofe. But there exists an optimum stiffness of control
beyond which increase in e, increases r. This behaviour of r is found to be the same as
that of 2 with e for a given orbit.
There is one drawback. The form of the control is such that for a given system an
unstable fixed point which is represented by a null vector cannot be stabilized. The
reason is obvious. The Jacobian of the modulated system given by (3) evaluated at such
a point in the presence of the control is the same as that of the unmodulated system (1).
So the eigenvalues of the system remain unchanged in the presence of control and
a fixed point represented by a null vector remains unstable even under control. Such
points may, however, get stabilized in the process of stabilizing other fixed points,
resulting in the coexistence of more than one attractor. The fact that null vectors can be
stabilized in the process of stabilizing desired orbit can be illustrated by taking an
example of unstable fixed points of the logistic map. The map has two fixed points
X* = 0 and X* = 1 - 1/(4/~). X* is stable for 0 < # < 1/4 and unstable otherwise. In the
process of controlling X*, the equation representing the modulated logistic map is
X,+ 1 = 4/~exp(e(X, - X*))X,(1 - X,) - f .
Both the fixed points i.e., X* and X*, of the unmodulated map are also the fixed points
of the modulated map. In order to test the stability of a fixed point of a modulated
system (i.e., logistic map in the presence of control), we have to find derivative o f f w.r.t
X at that point. The general expression for df/dX in the case of the modulated logistic
map is
df
dX

4/~exp(~(X - X*))(eX(l - X) + 1 - 2X).

Therefore
d ~ x = o = 4llexp(-- eX*).
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 45, No. 4, October 1995
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For X = 0 to be stable df/dxlx =o should lie in the range ( - 1, 1), i.e., - 1 < 4# exp( - eX*)
< 1 or - exp(eX*)/4 < # < exp(eX*)/4. Since/z > 0 for the logistic map, therefore, the
above mentioned range for # becomes 0 < # < exp(tX*)/4. This shows that X* can be
stabilized for values of # not lying in the range (0, 1/4), by choosing suitable values of
t for a given X*.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In § 2 we study exponential control for
stabilizing an unstable fixed point. In § 3.1 we extend the control algorithm to stabilize
unstable closed orbits for flows. We suggest a more effective control for the stabilization
of higher orbits of a discrete dynamical system in § 3.2. In § 4 we discuss the stabilization
of chaotic orbits. We use our control for controlling spatiotemporal chaos in a C M L
model in § 5. We conclude with a summary of our results in § 6.
2. Exponential control for stabilizing an unstable fixed point
We have studied Lorenz system [21] as an example of a continuous dynamical system
which is governed by the following equations
2 = ~( Y - X )

Y= - X Z + r X -

Y

(4)

Z=XY-bZ
where X, Y, Z are the variables and tr, r, b the controlling parameters of the system. The
system has three critical points viz X ' = 0 , Y ' = 0 , Z ' = 0 ; X " = x / ~ - 1 ) ,
Y"=x/~r-l),Z"=r-1
and X " ' = - b x / - ~ - Z 1 ), Y " ' = - x / - ~ - l ) , Z " ' = r - l .
We choose the parameters a, r and b so that the system is in a chaotic regime; i.e. we take
a = 10, b = 8/3 and r = 60 in which case all the three critical points are unstable. The
first critical point (X', Y', Z') which is represented by a null vector cannot be made
a stable fixed point using this form of control. This has been discussed in the
introduction. The second and third critical points can be converted into attractors by
multiplying the parameter b by e x p [ t ( Z - Z")] and exp[~(Z - Z"')] respectively. It is
also possible to stabilize these points using other combinations of parameters and
variables, provided the control criterion i.e., the largest real part of the Lyapunov
exponent, 2, is negative, is satisfied. Such combinations, with the corresponding values
of 2 are listed in table 1 for t = - 0"001, - 0.01 and - 0.1. Similarly, 2 can be worked
out for positive values of t also. Table 1 shows that the r-X, r- Y and b- Y forms of
control work for suitably chosen negative values of t. On the other hand, it is the r-Z,
b-X and b-Z forms of control which are effective for suitably chosen positive values oft.
For the rest of the forms viz a-X, a - Y a n d a-Z, the values of 2 remain positive for all
t (the Lyapunov exponents with these forms of control are independent o f t and are the
same as that of the unmodulated Lorenz system) thereby implying that these forms of
exponential control cannot stabilize the unstable fixed points of the Lorenz system.
For a fixed w the transient z, using different forms of exponential control, is found to
be a decreasing function oft. However there exists an optimum value o f t beyond which
increasing e increases z. This behaviour of z is similar to that observed in the case of
discrete 1-D maps [15].
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Table I.

The largest Lyapunov exponent 2 for the
Lorenz attractor while stabilizing (X", Y ", Z") with
a = 10, b = 8/3, r = 60 using exponential control
with different combinations of parameters and variables for different values of the stiffness of control ~,.
2 forg=

Control
form
r-X
r-Y
r-Z
b-X
b-Y
b-Z
tr-X
tr-Y
a-Z

- 0-001

-0.01

-0'!

0-616
0"394
0"767
0'739
0-707
0"786
0'717
0-717
0'717

- 0"267
-2"381
1' 117
0-927
0'611
1-403
0"717
0"717
0"717

- 3"950
-7.180
2'250
2'425
-0"113
7"884
0"717
0-717
0'717

The stable control region i.e. the range of values of e for which an unstable orbit
becomes stable is the range of e for which the largest Lyapunov exponent of a given
system for a given orbit in the presence of control is negative (i.e. the control criterion is
satisfied). This range of E can be obtained by using the condition that the real parts of
the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix about a given orbit be less than zero for flows or
lie in the range ( - 1, 1) for maps. When a non-zero fixed point of the Lorenz system
becomes unstable then the J matrix has one real (~) and two complex conjugate
eigenvalues (fl + i~). The real eigenvalue is always negative but the real parts of the
complex eigenvalues are positive. In the presence of b-Z control, the lower limit of the
stable control region ofe can be obtained by using the condition that Re(2) ~ 0. Using
this constraint we obtain the following expression for e:
e~

B

1

bZ*

Z*

where
2 + 3a +
B=

0 -2 "~ X . 2 - - [- - -

4(1 - a)(2

+ o)X

.2 -

2 - 3a - a 2 - X .2] 1/2

2(2 + tr)

The upper limit is ~ in this case. For the given values of the controlling parameters the
range of values of e for which the non-zero unstable fixed points become stable is
0.009568... ~<e ~< ~ .
The Lyapunov exponents obtained analytically for the second and third critical
points in the presence of the control have the same value. The variation of ;t with
shows the same behaviour as that of r with e. The optimum value of e for which r is
minimum also corresponds to the most negative value of 2 (minimum value of 2) and is
0"2 for the given values of the parameters with b-Z control. The value of 2 obtained
analytically is - 6"8993.. for e = 0-2. We plot the transient z, as a function of ln(to/~Oo)
Pramana - J. Phys., Voi. 45, No. 4, October 1995
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for this value of ~: and find that the reciprocal of the slopes for the second and third
critical points are ~ -6.916, which is in good agreement with the value obtained
analytically.
We intend to compare the transient times and the basin of attractions, which is of
great practical importance, for exponential control with those controls which show the
following features:
(1) The control is continuous,
(2) it depends only on the variable(s) of the desired orbit,
(3) is independent of the previous value of the controlling parameters p, if the values of
the parameters are changing in the presence of control,
(4) and does not increase the dimensionality of the original system.
The reason for restricting the choice of controls for comparison to those possessing
these properties is because the exponential control has all the above features.
To compare our control with that of Pecora and Carroll, both for X-drive and
Y-drive, we consider the control where the parameter r is multiplied by the exponential
feedback function involving the X variable for the same set of parameter values (such
a choice of the control is made because Pecora and Carroll's method uses variables
X and Y as drives). We find that the value of;t with this form of the control is - 4-536 for
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Figure 1. Plot of the transient time r vs ln(~/tOo) for the Lorenz attractor with
tr = 10, b = 8/3 and r = 60 while stabilizing the unstable fixed point (x/b(r - 1),
bx/-~-~- 1), r - 1 ) . Values of r for Pecora and Carroll's method with X-drive
(triangles) and Y-drive (squares) are compared with those obtained by using
exponential control involving the parameter r and the variable X (circles) and also
r and Y(stars).
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e = 1.7. We also find that ;t for the control involving the parameter r and the variable
Y is - 7.593 for e = - 0"05 for the same set of parameter values. The corresponding
values of ~. for Pecora and Carroll's method are - 1.83 for the X-drive and - 2.85 for
the Y-drive [24]. Our values of 2 are less than both these values and hence exponential
control can be considered to be more effective.
To verify this we find the transient time z, required to stabilize the second unstable
fixed point of the Lorenz system for the same set of parameter values, for different
values of to using Pecora and CarroWs method (both for the X-drive and the Y-drive)
and also for exponential control involving the parameter r and the variables X and
Y for e = - 1-7 and e = - 0-05 respectively. We plot the variation of r with In (to/too) in
figure 1, which shows that our control stabilizes the unstable fixed point faster than
Decora and Carroll's control. This is not surprising in view of the fact that our control
has an exponential form.
We have also compared our control with the methods suggested by Singer et al [10],
and Chen and Chou [13]. For the first method, we find that the basin of attraction,
while stabilizing non-zero fixed points of the Lorenz system, is smaller than the one
obtained using exponential control. Also, the transient time is of the order ~ 105 which
is higher as compared to that with exponential control (-,. 103). The method of Chen
et al [13] shows the same transient time for stabilizing the unstable fixed points of the
Lorenz map but the basin of attraction is smaller than that obtained with exponential
control.
These comparisons should not be taken to imply that the exponential control will
always be the better choice. They only show that the performance of exponential
control is different from other controls and may be more efficient for some systems.
3. Exponential control for stabilizing unstable higher period orbits
3.1 Stabilization of unstable closed orbits for flows
An unstable limit cycle of a continuous system can be converted into a stable limit cycle
by multiplying one of the suitably chosen parameters, say p~, (or more depending on the
system) by the exponential feedback function which depends only on one of the variable
say X,, i.e.
p, ~ pzexp [~(X r - X~)]
where X r is the actual value of the variable of the given system with the feedback control
under consideration and X,~ is the value of the X, coordinate on the desired unstable
limit cycle which is required to be stabilized. The X~ is obtained after allowing the
system to evolve freely for the same parameters without imposing the control.
We have implemented this idea for controlling unstable limit cycles of the Lorenz
system. We choose parameter values a = 10, b = 8/3 and r = 28. For these values the
coordinates of one point on one of the unstable limit cycles are (-12.786189,
- 19-364189, 24-00) [25]. The 2 of the system is found to be positive. Since the limit
cycle is unstable, even on starting from an initial state very close to the limit cycle, the
system trajectory will diverge away from the limit cycle. On implementation of the
control, in which the parameter b is multiplied by e x p [ t ( Z - Z " ) ] , the Lyapunov
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 45, No. 4, October 1995
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Figure 2. The dotted trajectory shows the convergence under exponential control

of a nearby trajectory to the unstable closed orbit, represented by the bold curve,
projected onto the (X,Z) plane of the Lorenz system with a = 10, b-- 8/3, and
r = 28 starting from a point with coordinates ( - 12.786189, - 19.364189, 24.00) for
e = 0'032.
exponents of the system are found to become dependent on ~ and for a certain range of
values of e, the real parts of all the Lyapunov exponents become negative thereby
implying the stabilization of the limit cycle. Now, nearby trajectories are found to
converge to the desired limit cycle as shown in figure 2. The transient z shows a similar
dependence on ~ as in the previous sections. But for a given accuracy to, the minimum
value ofz corresponding to the optimal e is much higher as compared to the case of the
unstable fixed point of the Lorenz system. Moreover, the variation ofz with e for a given
co is not as rapid as in the case of the unstable fixed point. With the result z vs e plot is
quite flat displaying a shallow minimum.
We have also tested the control for another limit cycle of the Lorenz attractor. For
the same parameter values, the coordinates of a point on a different limit cycle are
( - 13.917865, - 21.919412, 24"00) [25]. The control is found to work effectively, and
with similar features, in this case as well.
3.2 Stabilization of higher period orbits of a discrete dynamical system
We can extend the above control to convert unstable fixed points of higher period say
(X*I,X .2 ..... X *k) to the stable fixed points for given values of the controlling
parameters. What is required is a feedback that encodes as much information about
a periodic orbit as is necessary for its unique characterization. But there is a problem of
practicality. Since in this case the form of the control given by eq. (2) requires the
362
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convergence of the chosen variable to one of the k values of that variable, the
controlling technique diminishes in utility with increase in period. For higher period
orbits of a discrete dynamical system a more effective control is one which employs
a logical OR structure in the feedback function. So in order to stabilize unstable fixed
points of period k i.e. {X *~} one of the parameters/1, in (1) is multiplied by

where Xt(n ) is the value of the chosen variables X~ at time n of the modulated map after
applying control and (X~'1, X~'z ..... X *k) is the set of k values of X t on the desired
unstable period k orbit.
We had implemented this in the case of the logistic map for stabilizing a period
2 orbit and found it to work effectively [15].
4. Stabilization of chaotic orbit

We have also tried to make different trajectories converge to a particular desired
chaotic trajectory using our control. Again taking the Lorenz system as an example we
choose the parameter values as a = 16, b = 4 and r = 40. The real parts of the Lyapunov
exponents are (1.37, 0-0, -22"37) [26] indicating that this is a chaotic regime. We
choose a chaotic trajectory starting with an initial point 10"0,0-0, 30"0). We apply our

,'\
A
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6

8

1o

TIME
Figure 3a. The distance between the desired trajectory, starting with an initial
point (10"0, 0-0, 30'0) and a trajectory started from a point away from the desired
trajectory, for the Lorenz system with the parameter values as tr = 16, b = 4 and
r = 40 for e = 0"028 is plotted against time.
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Figure 3b. Plot of X c vs X for the Lorenz systems of figure 3a.
control by multiplying b by exp[e(Z - ZC)], where Z c is the Z-coordinate of a point on
the freely evolving chaotic trajectory. We find that the real parts of all the Lyapunov
exponents of the modified Lorenz system become negative for a certain range of values
of e, showing that the desired chaotic trajectory has become a stable trajectory and
different close by trajectories starting from different initial states converge to the
desired trajectory. For a given e in this range, the reciprocal of the slope o f t vs ln((~/~Oo)
is in good agreement with the numerically obtained minimum value of 2. It has been
verified numerically that the system settles down onto the desired trajectory in the
presence of the control. In figure 3(a) we plot the distance between the desired trajectory
and a trajectory started from a point away from the desired trajectory, fore = 0"028. We
also plot X c vs X in figure 3(b) for the case in figure 3(a). The other features of the
control remain unchanged. We have also tested our control for other chaotic trajectories and found it to work effectively.
5. Controlling spatiotemporai chaos

With exponential control it is also possible to control spatiotemporal chaos. A spatiotemporal system can be described by a coupled map lattice (CML) model [16-20].
Feedback pinnings [14] are used to control chaos of the system by stabilizing a certain
unstable reference state. We use exponential feedback pinnings to control such
a system. Here we consider the one-dimensional C M L model [17-20], given by
X.+ x(i) = (1 - ~x)f[X,,(i)] + 0.5c({f[X,(i - 1)] + f [ X , ( i + 1)] }
- F
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where i = 1, 2. . . . . L label the lattice sites and L is the system size. We assume periodic
boundary conditions, X,(i + L ) = X,(i). Moreover, we take f ( X ) = p X ( 1 - X). For
a single site (L = 1), model (6) reduces to the well-known logistic map. The dynamical
behaviour of model (6) with L > 1 is quite well understood [16-20]. The coupling term
in (6) introduces very rich spatiotemporal patterns and the system displays homogeneous stationary solutions, inhomogeneous stationary solutions (spatial patterns), homogeneous periodic solutions and inhomogeneous periodic solutions (running or
standing waves). In a chaotic state, all these patterns are unstable. We take L = 60,
= 0"8 and # = 4. The initial condition is prepared by choosing random numbers
uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 1]. The motion of the system is fully turbulent
at the chosen parameter values 1-17].
To control this system, we use pinnings defined by
L/I

S.+ 1(0 = F ~, 6(i - lk - 1)exp[e(X,(i)- .~.(i)]

(7)

k=l

where I is the distance between two neighbouring pinnings, )(.(i) is the reference state
to be stabilized and 6(j) = 1 f o r j = 1 and 6(j) = 0 otherwise.
The homogeneous stationary state of the system (6) is
,~.(i) = X* = 1 - 1/#

(8)

and an inhomogeneous stationary state is given by
X.(2j- 1)-

B+ x/~-4C
2#(2~ - 1)

,(.(2j) = B - x / ~ - 4C
2#(2~t- 1)

(9)

where j = 1, 2 . . . . . L/2, B = 1 - # + 2#~t and C = ~ -/~ct + 2#0t2. Both states are unstable for ~ = 0.8 and tt = 4.
We control the unstable homogeneous stationary state (8) using (7) with 1 = 2 and
3"36 < e < 3-78 and the unstable inhomogeneous stationary state (9) with 1 = 2 and
0"69 < e < 0-8. These ranges for e are obtained numerically. Although the initial values
at the lattice sites are randomly distributed between 0 and 1, the system finds the desired
patterns i.e. eqs (8) and (9) in less than 104 iterations. We show the effects of our control
to state (8) for I = 2, e = 3"5 in figure 4(a), and to state (9) for I = 2, e = 0-75 in figure 4(b).
At the parameter values ~ = 0"3 and # = 4, system (6) has a running wave solution of
time-period-two and space-period-four. Starting from initial conditions very near the
running wave state, the system approaches the goal state in a small interval of time. If
the initial values on the lattice sites are randomly distributed over the interval [0, 1], the
transient time to the stable running wave state increases with increase in L. For L = 60
the average transient time is of order 1013 iterations or more [20]. Using (7) with I = 4
and e = 1.0 for the sites with .~,(i)=0.45841379... and e = 2 . 0 for those with
)?.(i) = 0"89872907 .... the average transient time is of order 10 3, (shown in figure 5),
which is much shorter than that without control. We have considered different random
initial configurations of the kind described above and found that the system always
finds the same attractor possibly with a few defects. However no defects exist in figure 5.
Pramana - J. Phys., Vol. 45, No. 4, October 1995
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Figure 4a. The homogeneous unstable stationary state ofeq. (6) with ~ = 0.8,/~ = 4
and L = 60 is controlled using exponential control at sites i = 1, 3, 5 ..... 59 with e = 3-5.
Circles represent the state X(i) = X* = 0.75 while stars represent other states.
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Figure 4b. The inhomogeneous unstable stationary state of(6) with ~ = 0'8,/1 = 4
and L = 60, which is ) ( ( 2 j - 1 ) = 0.536537 .... ,~ (2j)= 0.880129 .... is controlled
using exponential control at sites i = 1, 3, 5.... ,59 with e = 0.75. Circles represent
that X(i) has achieved the desired value while other values are represented by stars,
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Figure 5. The transient process of the system evolution under controlling timeperiod-two and space-period-four running wave for ~t = 0.3 and # = 4. The initial
state is prepared using random numbers uniformly distributed in [0, 1]. Circles
represent the state IX,(/)-0"891 ~<0'15, stars represent IX,(i)-0"451~<0-15 while
blank spaces represent other states. Exponential control is applied at sites
i = 1, 5, 9 ..... 57; e = 1'0 for the sites with X(i) = 0-45841379... and e = 2.0 for those
with .~(/} = 0.89872907.... We plot data once every 19 iterations.
The average relaxation time increases with increase in I. It is found to be of order 105 for
I = 12 with more defects as compared to I = 4.
6. Conclusion
Our exponential control given by (2) is found to work effectively both for maps as well
as for flows. Since the knowledge of only a subset of variables on the desired unstable
orbit is sufficient to settle the system onto that orbit, this makes the control particularly
useful for systems with several degrees of freedom. In the presence of the control, there
exists a range of values of the stiffness constant e for which a repellor - - w h e t h e r it be
a fixed point, limit cycle or a chaotic trajectory, can be converted into an attractor. Both
2 and z are found to be decreasing functions of e. However there exists an optimum
stiffness control for which both 2 and ~ go through a minimum. Such behaviour is
characteristic of different types of orbits and for a variety of systems.
In the case o f a C M L model we find that control can be effected by pinning alternate
lattice sites using exponential feedback. We have succeeded in stabilizing various
unstable spatiotemporal patterns like an unstable h o m o g e n e o u s stationary state, an
unstable space-period-two pattern and a time-period-two with a space-period-four
running wave.
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